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A Mes sage From The Ohan a Makaala · Kupuna and 
THE ABORIGINAL HAWAIIANS 
The Hawaiian Waianae students who toured cities in Canada gave a good example 
of our Aloha Spirit. Yet, this is only a small portion of what will be given to all our 
tourists who come to Hawaii when the Hawaiian Home Lands are turned over legally to 
the Aboriginal Hawaiians. 
The publicity to mask our racial and economic tensions can fool your countries 
people when they are safely at home, but here in Hawaii nothing is being done to get to 
the real root of the problem, Economic Security for the Aboriginal Hawaiians. With 
no hope of being able to afford a modest house and small property on the islands that 
bred their Aloha Spirit, racial tension will continue to increase. 
The Ohana Makaala Kupuna does not advocate violence. It is already here. We see 
the root of the problem, the cure, and the means to acheive justice. The means is to 
ask the help of all tourists to By-Pass Hawaii for the needed push to make our politicians 
take the only path that is honorable; Give the Aboriginal Hawaiians their Home Lands. 
=====c============================ 
Our politicians know the root of the problem. They are not stupid. Yet, their 
political friends, some of the largest land and corporation owners in the state have been 
using thousands of acres of Hawaiian Home Lands. Giving full control of the Hawaiian 
Home Lands to the Aboriginal would greatly inconvenience these large land and 
corporation owners financially and politically. 
The interests of these large land and corporation owners and of course, the Federal, 
State, and Counties I convient access to these lands must be protected as a Number 1 
priority. Worries of tourists safety and Hawaiian unrest must be quelled by any means 
other than signing over this valuable land. 
-===========----------------------
When we say that "All legal proceedures to benefit the Aboriginal Hawaiians have 
been tried during the past many, many years with minute sucess or none at all," This 
is true. 
When we say 11We are known as a peaceful people, but we have been pushed too far, 11 
this is true. Our Hawaii politicians are not stupid. They know this is true. So true, in 
fact, that they do not want it to get-around to the ears of the Hawaii residents. 
The U.S. mainland and other countries where our tourists come from have been 
publishing the facts unrestrained, backed-up by simple re search. 
If our Hawaii politicians could see where this hiding and covering-up will lead to, 
they would give the Aboriginal Hawaiians their Home Lands. 
Hawaii can not afford close scrutiny of its dirty laundry on the worlds clothesline . 
In doing our homework we see many, many things that the State would be ashamed of, 
lying in between the Aloha and the flowers. These facts will be published in leaflet 
after leaflet. 
If our Hawaii politicians from the top down continue to cover - up the true tension s 
here and the reasons for them, and the tourists blithely come into our State and get hurt, 
who is to be blamed? Who has the power to correct the problem at its root? 
OVER 
The Ohana Makaala Kupuna believes that if the tourists listen 
with open hearts and minds to our honorable request to By-Pass 
Hawaii at this time, and we get what we are asking for our people, 
Gods blessing will go with you and us. 
When the Chana Makaala Kupuna calls our tourists back, they 
will be shown and given the true Aloha Spirit which no money in 
the world can buy. This is our promise to you which will be 
fulfilled completely. 
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Contact JOHN KAINOA, 
OHANA MAKAALA KUPUNA 
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